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ABSTRACT ,
.

- This is one form cf three performance checks booklets
(A, B, and C) for two texts ofr'revel III.of the.Intermediate Science
Curriculum Study (ISCS). These tw4.texts are In Orbit (ICI), and
What's"Up. (WU). The 12 performande checks booklets for Level III are
considered one of four majcir suldivision of a'set ct individualized
evaluation materials for Level,III 6f the ISCS. Ihis booklet (form
C), developed to assess thestbdents, achievemeht of the objectives
of IO and WU of Level II, contains a. set of performance checks which

a are equivalent to the performance checks of the other tWo forms (A
,and B). Each performance check has its own code number and identifies
,whether it is based ol core material or excursions. Directions for
students, use of performance dhecks are also included. (1M)
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INDIVIDUALIZED TESTING SYSTEM

ALL LEVELS Individualizing Objective Testing (an. I TP module)

Evaluating and Reporting Progress (an ITP module)

-LEVEL 1

LEVEL 11

LEVEL III

5

Performance Objectives, ISCS Lxvel I
Performance Checks, 18CS Level I, Forms A, B, and C

Performance Assessment Resourpes, ISCS- Level 1, Parts 1 and 2

Performance Objectives, 1SCS Level 11
Performance Checks, ISCS Level II, Forms A, B, and C
Performance Assetsment Relourcos, ISCS Level 11, Parts 1 and 2

Performance Objectives, 1SCS Level III
Performance Checks, 1SCS Level III, ES-WB, Forms A, B, and C

WYY-IV, Forms Ayli, and C
10-WU, farms A, B; and C
WW-CP, Forms 4, B, and C

Perfcirmance Assessment Resources, ISCS Levé, III, ES-WB .
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10-WU
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-FOREWORD
V

To implement an educational approach sticcessfully, pne must match:the philoso-

phy pf evaluation with that of instructiOn. This iSparticularly true when indidual-
ization is the key'element in the educational approach. Yet, as important ziStt Is to

achieve this match, the-task is by no means Simple for the teacher. In faefi without
specific resource materials to help. him, he is apt to find the task Overwhelming. For

this yeason, ISCS has d.eveloped a set of individualized evaluation' materials-as part Of

its lndividUalized.:Teacher.Treparation (I.TP) program, These materials are designM

lo assist teacherS in their transition .to individualized instruction and to help them

tailor their assessment of students' progress to the needs of all their stUdents. ",

The two modules rconeerned with evaluation, Individualizing Objective Testing and

4ethiating and Reporting Progres. can, be used by small groups 'oiteachers in in-.

service 'settings or .by individual teachers in a 'local school environment. Hopefully,

they will do more'than give each teacher an Overview of individualized.evaluation.

These 1TP modules suggest key strategies for-achieving both subjective'and 4hjective

evaluation of each student's progress. And to make it easier for teacherS to put such

strategios into practice. ISCS has produeed the associated booklets entitled Peiform-

ance Objectives, PertOrmance Assessment Resources. and Nrformance Checks, Using

these materials. the teacher oun objectively assess the student's mastery of the proc-

esses, skills, and .subject matter of he.1SCS program.. And the' teacher can obtain,

at the moment when they. are needed, specific -suggestions for .remedying thst u-

dent's identified deficiencies.

II you are an ISCS teacher. selective use of these materials-will 'guide you in devel-

oping an individualizedAaluation program best suited to your oWn settings'and thus

Further enhance the individualized character of your ISCS program.

The Co-Dipectors
IntermedialeScience Carriculum Study
Rm 4 W.H. Johnston Building
415 North Monroe Street
Talkihassee, Florida 32301
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NOfES TO THE 9TUDENT ,

Now that You have completed several chapters, ekairsions, and self-vvaluations, you
are ready to !help your teacher determi-ne how wellyot are doing: 'The performanee
checks in this book will provide. yonr teaAer with this information. Then. your
teacher eft hehi you with things you may not understand and, call.4keep a record
of your progress.

. .Read.the next,section ,earefully. It-explains some important things abobt the per7
formance-checks in:this hook, ang it gives yon specific stiggestions for using them.,

What You Need TO Know about Performance Checks
_ ..... _ _

I.. You do performance checks when you Are ready. Per-
formance checks are somewhat like ,the questions in the self-
evaluat.ions you do them .when you ;ire ready, not when
the-whole class i ready.
2. Your teacher or both of you'decide how. many you do.
Your teacher or. you and ,your teacher together will decide
which c>es -you .shOuld'do. You.are not expected to do all
of the performance checks. ,

3. There are three forms for each performance check. Every
perforniance check is written in three forms A. 13. and C.
(The title of this booklet tells you whether it is Fom A. B:or
C.) Usually the answers for each form are different. When
you (10 a check, you will use only one form. The A. 13, and C
forms are, always. in different booklets. :Within each booklet
all the performance objectives for the came unit are listed
together. A unit, contains two or three chapters and their re-
lated excursions. These units are in numerical order. ,Each
unit has performance checks based on core material and per-
formance cllecks based on excursions. . .
4. Each performance check has its own num*. The iiumber
is in the 'outside margin of the page and will look like thiS
10-03-Core-I 7A -or WU-0 I -Exc 2-2-2A. These ntimber.

10 03
F-D'

2. ea
rt,-4 cl
w 0

0
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0
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A a.nd WU - 01 --EXc 2-2 2 2 'A -
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It

5 .., Each ,performance check 'is,. separated from the other..,
There is aline before each.pexformance check and one after
it. Some performance checks haveseyeral parts, so do every.-
thing called for betwen the lines. If there is no line at the
bottom of a page,"the check is continued onto the next imge. '

6. Sometimes you will need to use equipment. If special.
Materials are needed, they Will be in boxes labeled with the'
same 'number and sometimes the sameleiter toi) as theper--
formanee. check for.which you need theth.
7. Some performance .checks.have two or more,answers. If
more than one answer is 'correct, you must select all the cor-
rect. ehoiees. In such cases, selecting just one answer is not
enough'. .

8: 5orne performance checks have no answer's. Occasionally,
you may be asked to do something that is impossible and to
explain your answer. If so, say tfiat the. task is itnposs.ible
and explain why..

checkbook you write it.J.
, This isrt the kind ofi

9, You share books ,of performance checks and YOU DO
NOT WRITE IN THEM. Write your answers on'other paper.
Givilthe number and form _of the pefformance check for each
answer you write. If yb.ti are to draw a graph; a chart, or a
map, your teacher may provide you with grid paper or a copy
of the pallor 'chart.

10. Your teacher or his assistant will collectund mark your
checks. And sometimes,you Must ask him to watch or assist
you as y9i1 do a check.

1 I . Sometinies a review procedure will be suggested. It' you
911'1 do a performance check, you may be iisked to review
a part of the text 'O'r a self-evalua-tion qtiestion. You may
then be checked on the same niaterial, so be sure yoij under-

, sfand the material you review. Get help if you need it.
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fiefore you beghi, tell your teacher that you are going to do this. cheek. 10
Get an 1SCS spectroscope. a. sheet of white paper, and a t 50-watt bulb -and reee 01-Core-1C

tacle. Pretend that the 150-watt bulb is the sun: Observe the spectrum throyglr the
- spectroscope. Determine whether the spectrum is different when observed with the

left-eye from the spectrum when obserd with the right eye.

Get an 100-watt light bulb'and'a socket, and assemble them. Use a spectroscoPe to 10

observe the spectrum ofthe light sotirce. Look at the spectrum on theleft side of 01-Core-2C
the spectroscope.

'1. What is the color .on the right side of the green area of the left spectrum?
2. What is the 4411or on the left side of the .green area of the left. spectrum?

Whatois a spectroscope?. 10
01-Core-3C.

What does a diffractioh grating n a spectroscope do to sunlight? 10
01-Core4C

Define the term specIrtun. 10
01-Core-5C

After the number of each light source pelow, write the letter of the besrdeseiiption . 10
of the spectrum or spei:tra produced by light from that source. 01-Core-6C

1.ight Sources Descriptions
_

1. 100-watt light hull) a. Only a continuous spectrum
2. Crystals containing, the element b. Only a-line spectrum .

Sr (strontium) heated in a flame e. Both line and continuous- spe ra
3. Neon fluorescent laMp d. a line nor a contitpou

spectnim

The first four spectra below are the spedra of c tins 01' Four elements, a, c, iiid
ci.

,

Fhe last spectrum was obtained by lwating a mixture of crystals containing some
of 'the ot,ir' elements. Which elemenk (a, b, c.. d) are present in the unknown

.mixture?

Element a.

Element b.

Elemebt-c.

Elemen d.

.Unknown

I.

10
01-Core-7C



10
01-Core-8C

Suppose that -you have viewed .the. line speetra of sev'eral labeled salts, using regular .

burner fuel. And then your teacher gives you an unknown mixture of these saltS in !
solution to identify. There is no more of the regular burner fuel; so your teacher
fives you a substitute fuel to use in your burner. Describe the steps you would
perform to identify any salts present in yoiir unknown salt solution.

10
DI-Core-9C

You observen the'spectrum of the alcohol flame before placing tht crystals.of several
chemicals into the flame.' Why was that stepnecessary?

_

JO . Jane is drying her prints in the photography laboratory. There is a thin white cloth
01-Core-10C between the print and the bulb. Seeing that the prints, are. still 'coming out wet,

Jánes notes that there is a I 50-watt bulb supplying the heat which is suPposed to
dry the prints. She Has decided she will have to bity 'a larger bulb. Suggest two things
that she could do, without changing the bulb, tO increase the effect -of The lamp so°
that the prints will dry.

10 There are four variables that influence how much the temperature .of an .object
01-Core-11C . changes when placed directly in.the sunlight. List them. .

a

10. . Anthony prepared two identidal blocks of wax. He covered one block with white .

01-Core-12C cloth and the other block with black cloth. .1-le then placed both blocks Of wax in
the direct sunlight.

I. After thirty minutes, which of the two blocks is more likely to have the
higher temperature?
2. Explain your answer.

t
a P:

1 0 Explain why you had to ,blackep the copper strip in your sun-energy !neater.,
6

01:Core-,13C
1:

. s
11....?

°
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I.

10 t . .Bef6te yOu begin this cheCk ask your 'teacher forgraph Aper or a labeled grid like the
,

, 01-Core.:16C -* none shOwn'below. . .

. ,

GleePlaced-hissun-en'ergy rheasurer near a light sourc'e and recorded its tempera-
.,-

..- turcevery 30 seconds.. His data are shown below.

4

TIRE
(in min)

TEMPERATURE
(in 9(1

'FOAL TEMP.
CHANGE-On °()

0.0 18.5 0.0

0.5 .

1.0

-22.8 4.3 el_
15.5 .7.0

1.5 27.6 : . 9.1

2.0 -. 29.3 10;8

2.5 ...

3.0

30;0 1.1.5.

30.7 12.2,, . ,
3.5

.

31.0 . 12.5
i

4.0 :31 A - 12.6

(441) c1en's measurements of the temperature change and the time op thwrid.-

. 14

'Of
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11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111MMHMIMMIIIIIN

11111111111111111MOMEIMI111111111111.1111111MIIIMII
1111111111111111111111111110111MMOMMUMMIIIIMMIIIIMIN
1110111011111111111111111111111111111M111111111111111111111
111311011111111111111MONIIIIIIIIIIIMIIMMIIIIII1111111111111111
IIIIMIIIIIIMOM11111111111111111110111111MMIIIIM
1101111111111111101111111111.1111MMINOMMIIIIIIIIIIM
M1111111111111111111111MNIIIIIMMIIIMIIIIIIIM1111111111111I111111111111111111111MIIIIIINIMEMIIMMISIIII
1111111111111111111OINIMMEM11111.111111.1IMMUS
11111011111.11111M1111111111111111111111111111.1111111110MIMMIIIII

1111110111.11.11111M111111111.10111.111MUMEM11111
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TIME (in minutes)
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°The 'Plastic "c'eiling:;;Iight fix tn.,. in SteVe's 'bathroom has thee 'ollOwing Message . . 10

attadhed to it. "WARNING: BULBSOF MORE THAN 75WATTS ARE NOT TO BE.
; USED 1N THIS FIXTOV."

Expjam why the winning ig on-the fixture.
. #.2. What mighthaptitn it' Steve uses a,I5Q-watt bkilb in it?-

01-eorq-17C

Barb= put a Am-energy measurer in direC( sunlight. She 'fOund that the largest
.1-bniperifture change:of her sun-energy measurer was .9.5°C. She. then measureki the

. No

_largest temNrature changes of.her 'measurer at different astances from a 'I00-watt
.. bulb. She used! .rdiit.a to plot tlie-graA shown t

. 0

IICIIIIIIIII11111111111111111MOMEMIIIMMO1111111111111116111111011Thilless
111111111111111111111119111MINUMIMEIMilleurnOwswirneensrnone
11a111111M1111111110111111MIIIIEWSIIIIIIIIMOIMINMThem
In11110011111101M1111111111111110111111111111111111101111111111MIMPSNIIIIS

11.11.11111111111111111111101111111111111.11MOIMISMONSIMMEMMIIMMO
1111111111111111111MOMM11111111111111MMINIMMINIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIMMOSII

1111111121111111111111IFIMMIM11111111111111111111111110110111MOIMIIIINIMM
1111111111IIMOMMIMIMIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111111111111111111111101113111MTIMII
011.11111111111111111111111M11110111011111MMOM1111111111111111111.1MMINNoleins
11M0111111111111111111M1111111111111111MMINEMIONM1111111111111MOINNE
1101111111111111111111111111148111110111111111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111111MORIS
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111MINWIIMIMMIWIIIIIIN

0111111.211111111111111.11010101111111011/E101111111111e, 11111111118MIIIIIM111111111111
IIIIIIIISMIIIIIMIIIIIONNAMAISMIIMIMENNEW*IIMENII11111111111111011111inIIIMMOSONOIMMONSILIIMMIIMMOIMIINNINIMISSOwellelle
1111111111MMEMOOMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMMIMIIMIM801111101O
MIIIIIIIIMMIIIIIIIMMI111111111111111111111.11111.111111111111111.11111111MMONIIIMIN
111111111111111111111011111111111111110111111111111111011WINEW11111110s

SIMOINUMmillIMUSIMMIIIIS11111111111111111111Mmimesmou
111111111111.11101111M11111111M111111.10111111111111111111111111118111111111111111111MIll
11111.1111111111111111111r11111111111111M:111111111111111MOMIIMMIUM
IMINIIINEIIIIIIIIMIINIIIIMMOINUONNOMMOO11111111113111111
11011101101111101111111111011111MSOMbnIM5IIIIMISSISIMON
11111111110111111111111111111111011111111111411IMMOMMON11111111111111111111111111111
III111111101111MIMIIII1111111611111111111111111111111111111111MiZ.411111111111111111111111111110MIMUNIMOOMINIMISOMIIMMIMIIIIMINIM17.V.r! TUMMOMMOMMIIMMIMMMOMMIIEEMMMEMOMOMMOUNI

5 A 10 15 '20 25 30 35

DISTANCCFROM BULB (in cm)

.10
014-pore-18C

40 -- 45 .. 50

At what distance. from the, 100-watt bulb did her:sun-energy measiirer receive tht.
. Of energy as it, did from the sun when it was placed in direct sunlight?

(.;

A

When 1!,dwin began to make models in wax, he founii tha.t a 25-watt lighi bulb prii- 10

duced just enough heat to keep, a pound of wax soft .enough to be shaped.. But.fhe . U1.7Core-19C

.,bulb had 'to be kept so close to the wax that Edwin's hands couldn't move
freely. Suppose he moved. the lamp socket twice as far from the wax. Which wattage
below* would be needed to produce nearly the same heating effects- as the 25-watt
bulb?

a-. I 00 1,114,t ts .-

b. 50 watts
c. 25 waters
d. 121/2 watts i
e. 10 watts a

,

A



10
01-Core-e1C

X

%

MiCh&lle 'recorded the temperature of litr sun-energy measurer at room temperature.,
She then placed it on a hot plate after the hot plate reached a warm, steady tempera-
ture. 'she 'read the temperature every 30 seconds: Later she drew.a.graph showing
the temperature rise of her suwenergy measuir with time: Select the graph below
that best shows what Michelle's.graph wouldloak like.

Giaph a.
A

.

Z

(%)

cc
(.7
Z
Z/5 <re
Ili III

t;
4

Graph c.
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Tara measured the temperature changes in her sun-energy measurer when she 'placed
it .20 cm from. a, 160-watt light bulb.. She then changed to a 150,watt bulb and
measured the temperature changes again. Sh?also made measurements, using;200-
watt and 300-Watt bulbs. On your answer.sheet, match the letters of the.graphs she
*drew with the numbers of the light bulbs she used..

Bulbs Graphs
I.

G
100 watt

raph a.

2. 150 watt
3.. 200 watt
4. 300 watt cc

%
op

o, zi.
r co<141

110..

cra.z

zwx...1,-(..)

GraPh b. A

Graph C.

cc

Z
<ccrnww wtra.z
c.)<zI-0

Graph d.

Zi-

11111111111111111111111111O1111
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111111111111111111110
11111111111111111111011111111
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11111111111111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111M11111111101110
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I111111111111111111111
11111111111IIM=Ww1101111111
IN111112011111111111111111101111iniatmommummul

INCREASING TIMt

1111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111111101111
111111101111111MMIN1111111111ll111111111111
11111111111111111111111nimil

11111111/1111111
1111111111111td1111111111111111111
111111111N1011111.111.11.

0--INCREASING
TIME --JP

mumimmummimesemimemommummaismownwoommeemosommoommuooemasmuammainnommemcrimms
111011111111P.:401.11111111111111
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..01-Core-21C
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10 Sam,pkit his sun-energy measurer 30cm from .a light bulb and read its temperature.
01-Core-22C He then read it every -36-seconds4 He plotttd.his temperature data on-the graph

.

shown bekiw,
.

I.

4
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46.

Wh9t was the total temperature 'chlange of Sarn'S Sun-energy measurer?

16
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10
01-Exc

8

't

Sam.dtew the diagrain below of the brigh-t--Bne-spectrum_pf element Z. :

.

,.

Element Z

Bright.line spectrum

s.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

.

'.opy the diagram below onto your answer sheet,-and draw the spectrum you would
expect to see if you observed the dark Fraunhofer lines, or dark-line spextrum, of
eleiilent Z.

ii

9

1 2 3 4 , 5 6 7 8 9 10 11' 12

. . .

, 1.0 There is a device for sale in an electronics shop. It is lbox with no wires attached,
.

01-Exc 2-.1-1C and it-has ; little bulb Orr the:top that blinks.. The salesman told Tom that the device
has been on the shelf in the store for several months without any outside source of
energy. attached.

.

Describe what is happening inside the box to operate the bulb.
2. Do yoU think the bulb will' blink forever?
3. Explain your answer to pail 2.

lek Bob wants to lift a box to a higher shelf. How can he calculate the amount of. work

01-Exc 2-1-2C . done on the box in lifting it?

011.....nnow.1.4011.,,

10 Scientists often use the term conservation of energy.' What do they mean by this
01-Exc 2-1-3C term?

10
01-Exc 2-1-4C

Energy exists in many different forms. State three of them.



Sometimes; the'distanees between objects would be very'diffieult 'to measure directly... 10 c
yau_do_when you use-a ruler Or meterstick. Describe two different situations each 024.de-1C

' of which involves a different conilitiOn under which one Aouidiiiiteiid'ilSelildiffal-- IT
measurement of a.distanee between objects...You may recall that this can be done
with a range tinder that .measures angles which are pion changed into dista ce
measurements. . .

When you. measure witp a range finder-, you use 4he principle on wkich the riinge
finder is based. State this principle.

10
02-Core-2C .4)

Techniciaps and scientists use 'calibrated meastiring devices (measuring devices with
scales) whetl'carrying out an experimen't.* Why isSneeessary to use calibrated rather
than uncalibrated Measuring devices?

, 10
02-Core-3C

{let the 1SCS range- tinder labeled 10-02-Core-4, and fincrthe.distance between the
.

AvapointS which your teacher names fox you. , . 02-COre-4C

Examine the diagramS below of the two range finders. One is benif u*..tia sight a. .10
tree 8 melers'away and the other is bhrg used to sight a tree'14 meters a wo. 02-Core-5C

1. Which range finderis,sighting the ,tree that is 14 metexs away?
44 2. Explain the reason lbr your choice.

Range finder

a.

Range finder

b.

Sighting bar

1

Parallel sighting line

Parallel sighting line

6

4

(



I

10
,02-Core-6C

Suppose you :want to measure, the distance between two objects that are more than
15 meters apart.. You are to use one of the Iwo range finders shown below.

Range finder a.

Range finder b.

/

4

;

I. Which of the two range finders could measuri this' distance more
accuraiely?
2'. Explain your choice.

4.

10 Your ISCS range finder is limited to measuring distances of 15 meters, or. less. What _

02-Core-7C are the two variables that !Mill the greatest distance you can measure-accurately with,
a range finder?

10 Ask your teacher to watch you'd() this eheck.. Place a 150;watt bulb on one Side of

02-Core-8C your work area.. Get a range findZI from the supply area, and place it on the other
side of your 'work area. Read the instructions for Activities 3-7 and 3-8 on page 28

of In Orbit. Pretend that the bright light thb sun. flihre your teacher watch you asr
you measure the'distance. to the sun (the ulh).

10 You are not able to measure. the .distarice to. Rigel, a distant scar, with your tange

02-Com9C finder. Why can this distance not be measured by a range finder like yours`r.



To make a tnody.1-Withe rth-:sun-Venus system;ceitain assumptions must be iltade
if ,the.modells .to explain 1h system. You drew a model of the Earth-sun-Venus
system like the 9ne shown below. What were four assumptions youimade in drawing
your model? /

10
02-Core-10C

The diagram. below shows the positions of Earth and Venus on. the same day and of 10
Venus a few months later. Select the letter of the approximate position of Earih. 02-Core-11C
at this later time:.

Venus here latet

A

Venus here on day 1

Earth here on day 1



10.

02-Core-12C
Select the diagram below tbat shows the'greatest possible MVAS

rbit Venus's orbit Mars's orbit Venus's ortiit

di

Venus's orbit

e.

Mars's orbit Venus's orbit' Mdrs's drbit " Venus's orbit

10 Get a drawing compass and a ruler, and copy .the diagram below.'
02-Core-13C Suppose that plan.et Laro, whose orbit is between Earth and the sun, has just been

discovered. A model of the Earth-surplaro'system is shown:

I

461

Laro's orbit

. .
. . .

. .

On your copy of the diagrani, draw the lines of sight from Earth to Laro and from
Earth to Ihe suit that %/Wild give the largest ES-EL angle.

,



Get a drawing compass. Suppose you. were an ISCS stuilent on the planet Pluto.
You .have.jnst drawn a model of the sun-Pluto;Neptune syi-tem. The Sighting line
from Pluto to Neptune,which is shown. below,is the line which makes the largest PS-
PN'angle. Copy the y4l bRow onto your answer sheet, and cmnplete the inodel
by chewing a circle to represent the orbit of Neptune,

Line of sight from

Pluto to Neptune

PlUto's orbit

argest sighting angle

10
02-Core-14C

Suppose an asteroid, a hunk of rock which orbits- the sun, has been discovered be- 10
tween the sun and the Earth. 'The largest angle betWee.n the sun and the asteroid 02-Core-15C
which we observed from earth. is 38°. Draw a circle I.Vith a radius'of 8 ,ein to repre-
sent the orbit.of the earth-. Then draw-a second circle to scale to represent the orbit
of the asteroid. You may use a kawing Compass, a metric ruler, and a protractor.

The scale diagram shown below represents the orbits of Mars and Mercury. The
nfinimum distance between Mars and Mercury is.106 million miles. .

What is the radius of the Mars's orbit? State your answer in millionS

Mars

10
02-Core-16C

v



rb
02-Ekc 3-1-1t

A

The figure below represents .the earth-mOgn system. In order to find the moon'S
diameter, you made cOtain assumptions. What were two of those assumptions?

ol0
02-xc 4-1-1A.

What is the process by.which radar rneasures flit': distance 'to an objeetl,.

10
02-pcc 4-2-1A

Angle 1

Using a protractor, measure each of the angles below.
.

10. Use your protraCtor to construct angles of 48° and 13r.
02-Exc 4-2-2A .

1.

4.;



Using the scale drawing below, answer the questions thatrfollow.
02-ErTc 4-31C

. SCAL: 1cm = 300 miles

. What is the actual distance from New York to San Diego?.
2. What is.the actual distance from Miami to DenN4.!r?.

The diagram below of a classroonVis drawn to scale. What is the-scale of the diagram?

I 15 m

10
02-Exc 4-4-1C

4
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03-Core-1C

Get a piece o.,f cardboard with a 1-cm`- hole in it, -a sighting scope. and a. 150-Watt. .

.1*light bulb.. In a clarkened area of.the-room set up the apParatus as shown in the dia-
gram above. Positionithe sighting scope so thatthe pinhole is 120 cm from the card-
,board .with the 1-a- oPening.. Adjust, the scope so that the imle on the acetate
'screen is-1/2cm across. Now measure and rec.ord the distanee. between the pintwle and

s, the _acetate screen.

cm

Connit-; Was reading.an astronothy book. She noticed that at one place the book. gave
.

a measurement for the diameter of the sun. Connie thought that measuring the.size
of the sun Was iMpossibile because if someone, were to getclose enough to the sun to
.meaSure it, he would get fried to a crisp..

- I. Do ycni agree witlifonnie that it is impossible to measure the size of the
sun?
2.. Explain your answer.

No

10

Your teacher has set -up ,a light bulb and a piece of.cardboai'd With a hole in it. Get 10
a Meterstick and a sighting scope from the. supply area. Use the sighting scope, the 03-Core-3C
,meterstick, and the formula below to calculate the distance across the hole in the
cardboard,

Dist<rtce uiistance from objectto pinhole distance
across distance from pinhole to screen X across
the hole . . timage

\I
*



4 I

10
. 03Core-4C

4".

Loz is a scielice student on-Jupiter.. He is attempting to'Ine4sure the.distance across
'the sun, usingasighting Scdpe. He collect.e.d the following informatiOti. -

Suh.td Jupiter distance = 482 million miles , '",,
,Dist4rige actosssun's image on sighting scope = 1/2 cm
Distance frOm pinhole td screen 280-cm

Use thejormaa AowilbeloW to calculate the distance across Ow sup.
. r

. .
. . distance from sun to pl.anc(X. distance across image

Distanot.tacross sun distance from pinhole to screen .

10 SuOpose that a-day on Neptune is 15 hours, long. If you meaSurCd the number ofi
03-Core-5C :.degrees that tne .sun appLars to move a'cross.Neptune's sky hi One hour, what Would'

your, measurement be?
4 '

why, is ft hard to prove thai the earth turns ahd that then sun does not traver around

03-Core-6C the earth each day? a

10 - A day on Neptune is about 16 hours, not 24' hour's is. on earth. Assume that the

. 03-Core7C S
,

un's path is directly over Neptune's equator on the day in question... i

I. 'How mauy degrees does Neptune turn from Sunrise until the sun is most .

. -.

7: liearly o verhead? .

.
. - ... - . . . .

:2. HOW many degrees does Neptune turn from sunrise to sansetl
.

A# 5;

I 0 71 ,Ii,eap yoar occurs nearly every fourth y'ear,andtherr,Februarf has 29 days_ instead of.
.1. c

: 05-C or e -8C 1 28 dayS; . e ,.

1. Why is an extra day added to most fourth years?
2. What is the purpose of leap year?

4

' 0 Suppose you are an astronaut. on the planet Felix. You want to 'know whether Felix,

03-eCore-9C turns on its axis each day or the sun Makes one complete trip tiround Felix each day.
Yon drew Ow scale diagram shown peiow of the sun and 00x. The angle through
which the sun appears to move each hour is shown on thc, diagram..00

000'

400.
040. 4

04 °°. Sun appears to move through this angle each hour

Felix

1 .400oral
wow.or

000

9

Scale: 1 millimeter = 1 million miles

404%.

Sun.

Path of sun

'Use this scale diagram to ffild the spee(A at which thsi sun would have to. travel (in
mile,s ler hour) tc; Make one complete trip aroond Felix each day. s

2



Stjppose you lived on thj planet Fargb and watited to fina out how. fast the sun
would travel if it 'made one trip around Fargo each day. You'llae made the.follow-
ing Measurements ahd drawn the sketch belOw:

The distance from the sun to Fargo is,130 million miles.
The.apparent motion of the suitracross tbe sky is I8 per hour.

I

4

(Not drawn to scale)

How 'fast would the sun have. to travel in miles per hour to- make one trip around
Fargo each day? (Hint: constructing a scale diagram with a compass, protractor,
and ruler will help you.) .

11

10
03Core-10C

People oncelhought that the sun traveled arounththe.carth each day. State Why that /V 10
is unlikely. A .03-Corel1C

Time tones have been established for the 'earth. 'Briefly explain why thts was done.. 10
03-Core-12C

Wes, was drying photographieprints with a 100-watt bulb. .1-le'realized that if he 10
thoved the bulb twice' as .far away from the prints, he could dry mere prints at a 03-Coie-13Q
time. If he put a new bulb twiee as far Crom the prints as fhe old One, what wattage
imlb would be needed to warm the prints to the same temkralure as the 1.00-watt
bulb? t
A 5-watt .bulb is placed 15 cm 'from a sun-energy measurer, It produces the same .
heating'effect as a larger bulb placed 240 chi froth Me measurer. Find the Wattage
of the larger bulb. Show all your work...

10
.03-Core-14C,

48 a



I.

'r

10 Suppose two unknown, bright, staillike objects named Delta and Gamma have been
03-Core-15C ; observed; and that thg light from the two/objects has treen pathed through arispectro-

scope. Their spectra and the spectrUm of some common elements are.given below.
Use the gpoctra and 'the ',other data given below to'say as much as you can about the
two objects. You should include comptrisons of their cOmposition and power
(wattage).

He = Helium'

H = Hydrogen,

Ca = Calciugh

Delta

Game,*

Ccihution Elements

H -He- Ca Ca

STAR DISTANCE VROM
EARTH

TEMPERATURE RISCIN
SUN-ENERGY MEASURER

*Delta 40-light-years aw4y 14.6°C .

-Gamma 5 light-Years-away 7439C

1.

10
03-Core-16C

When referring to the sun lind jts planets the term transit is often used: Define the
term transit hsed, this way. .

y. ...
- 10 :, Cynthia was given a telescope which had an eyepiece focal4englh of .8 cm and an

, -. 03-Exc 5-1-1A objective lens focal length of 48 cm. Use the formula below to calculate-the' poWer.
of her telescope. ,

, Focarlength of objective lens. .

Power = Focal length oilkyepieee.
,.

10
03-Exc 5-1-2C

Select the leper of the-line on the.diagram below Wttieh
length oT the lens. a

t

est represents the focal.

,
.

...*"

Image of the distant object

Lens

./ If,

1.

,014
.

-.L.

i st ant,o bj ec t

.9 9



Get the lens marked l0-03.-Exe, 5-1-3 and a meterstick, mnskinP tape, and a, piece of
cardboard; 15 cm square, with a white surface. With Your' txt open to page 95,
fojlow the directions in Acitivity 1 and measure the focal length .of the lenS.

10 .

03-Exc 5-1-3C

,
Two lenses with focal lengthi of 4 cm and 80.cm are to be used to make a-telescope 10

-to magnify the distant object shown below. 03-Exc 5-14C
What shoukl be.the focal length of the lens at A?

, -2. What should be the focal length.Of the fens at B?
3. Approximately how far apart will the lenses have to be placed to get the
maximum.magnification?.

.14

A

Distant object

In ancient times, people did not liAve calendars. Fxplain why people began to devel-
op and use calendars.

10
03-Exc 6-1-1C

During the past several thousand years many ditTerent calendars were devised and re-
jecta. Why were these older calemlarS rejected?

^

, 10
03-Exc 6-1-2C

-
DitTerent history books tive two different dates for theikbeginning of the Russian 10 .

Revolution. Some say the Revolution started on October 20, 1917. Others sny it 03-Exc 6-1-3C
began on November 1, 1917. Why are two different dateS reported 'for the same
event?

. -

Galileo decided to accept the Copernictin model of the solar system and reject. the 10
Ptolemaic model. Select the best reason that Galil)o could have had for accepting, 03-Exc 6-2-1C
one model and rejecting the other.

a. The Copernican model, was more logical, and it was just common sense to
reject Ptolemy's model.

b. All the 'other scientists believed in theCopernican model.
c. The Copentican model had -been thought up. more recently.
d. Copernicus:was an important official in the church.
e. The Copernican model agreed more closely with Galileo's observations.

0
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10
03-Exc 6-2-2C'

"" KEY

SYMBOL BODY

S sun

V Venus

E earth

I. Which of the -models ihown below. represents Ptolemy's model of the
solar system?
2. Which of the models below represents CopernIcus's model of 'the solar
system?

Model a. Model b. Model c.

.4"

10
03-Exc 7-1-1C'

To Calculate power, you need two variables. One of these-variables is work.. Name
the other variable..

03-Exc 7-1-2C

Mr. Rogers used to have a hand saw in his shop, but rio-w he uses a new electrie saw

which has more power.
What ithe meaning of the.term power as.used in the sentence above?

. . .
10 In Excursion 7-1, tlw terms power and powerfUl were defined as they are used by

03-Exc 7-1-3C ,sdentists. A ht.. vier lawnmower iS sold at a higher price than-'a lighter one -;at a
local hardware store. The store saiesMan says that the -heavier model is more
powerful.

,

1% Is the salesman using the, word prayerful the sante way a scientist does?
2. Explain your answer.

- 10
03-Exc 7-2-1C

I.

Jeff found that his suit-energy measurer warmed up 13°C when it waS held 35 cm
from a 75-watt bulb, Use the method.of squares to calculate the power of the light
bulb that would have the Ramc heating effectat a distance of 315 cm,

10
03-Exc 7-2-2

Square'each of the following numbers,.
I. 4
2. 6
3..17

.

,

(,)
t.1

41.
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Get a water rocket with its pump and tunnel, a rneterstick, a 100-ml beaker, and
some water. Tell your teacher you are ready to be ;observed. With the observer, go
to the place Outside. designated by your teacher, and launch the rocket, using 50 ml
of water.

WU

01-Core-1C

Get a quadrant and a mpterstick. Study the diagram below.. Station yourself at the
spot.on your ciaisroom float which is 7:6 meters from the blackboard. Use a quadrant
and the table below to measure the distance between the mark one mpter off the
floor and the top of the blackboard.

HEIGHT CONVERTER FOR OBSERVER AT 7.6 METERS
. .

Angle 00
50

100 150 200 25° 300 '. 35° 400

Height

(in m)
0 0.7 , 1.3 2.1 2.8 3.6 4.4 5.3 6.4.

WU

, 01-Core-2C

'Top of blackbeard
S.

a
16.16

7.6 meters Spot pn floor

ge.

A

Direct as well as indirect methods tire used to measure height. To measpre the height WU
of the rocket's flight, you estimated the angle size rathef than determining the height 01-Core-3C

'directly. What are some of the tidvantages of finding the height thdirectly? V

)0)

a -I

/
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WU
01-Core-4C

Use the table that follows to answer the question below,

HEIGHT CONVERTER FOR OBSERVER AT 25 METERS '-

Angle 0° 50 100 15° 20° 25° 30° 350 400 .

Height
(in m)

0 2.2 4.4 6.9 9.1 I I .7 14.4 .17.5 21.0

Angle 45° , 500 55° 60° 65° 70° 75° 80° 85°

Height
"(in in)

25.0. 2.9.8 35.7 43.3 53.6 68.7 93.3 141:8 285.8

)s
.

Suppose you and your friend are observing a.water-rocket launch at a Vance of.
25 meters from the launch site. You 'decide to show him. holiV to meastire the dis-
tance of maximum height. You measure an arie of 50° When the rocket_ iS at its
milximum altitude. What is the actual maximum eight to which the 'rocket climbed?

WU 'You and your team members measured the maximum\eights Of each of -the flights

01-Core-5C of the water rocket. Why did two members of your team make-each of the measure-,
ments rather than just one?

WU .OperationallY define perf6rmajice for a water rock& based ,upon your activity with
01-CT6C the quadrant.

WU .The performance of a rocket is affected by -two variables the weight 'of the empty

01-Core-7C rocket and the timount of Water. In .designing an activity t study these variables and
their effect, you were told to change only one varia a_ time. State why this

. was necessary.

WU
01-Core-8C

Liquids other than 'water may be used to fill the rocket you used in your aetivities.

Btit the kind of liquid is a variable that might affect the performance ot a rocket.
Design a procedure to investigate ttie effect of this variable on the performance of the
rocket.

WU
01-Cony9C

In the activities you did with the water rocket, you found that two variables affect
4 its performance. What are the two variables?

4

*

0



Th& diagram below s s Water rocket- ready for launching. Identify one system;
two subsystems, ancl our components. .

Barrel

Nose

Air

OmiploONNOMP

ocket shell

Water

Pump rod
lom
ram-
Op
pm.

Pod

PO

Meterstick

Fin

Wu
Ol-Core-10C

RoCket

Trigger release slide Air
Trigger pump

The gis cylinder below is used to fill balloons at the fair. It is filled with the gas
helium Under pressure. The ligde also shows a cutout section of the cylinder. Copy
the cutout s'ection onto your answer sheet. Draw arrows to show the force (the
pressure) that the gas exerts on the Walls of the cylinder.

Cutout section

of gas cylinder

4

Metal cylinder wall

as Cylinder

iNt.1

01-Core-1 1C



WU
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The diagram below shoWs if balloon from which air is escaping'through-a hole in its
side. Copy the diagram onto your answer.sheet, and draw an arrow to show the
direction of the unbal'ancedforce acting on the balloon.

Ai r escaping

'

oon

s,
WU and. Elmer hook up their battery operated toys, a dump truck and a car, as shown
01-Core-13C iri the diagram beloW: They exert forces in opposite directions. When released, the

toys move in the direction shOwn by the arrow. An unbalanced force is acti4g, since.
.

the dump truck forces 'the car to move backwards. How could this unbalanced force
be measured?

=mir

WU

01-Core-14C
Suppose your science teacher wants to buy some additional water rockets. He would
like to find out the thrust, or force, of these water rockets. DeScribe a method you
could suggest to your teacher for measuring this thrust,

fr



You made your 'force measurer mate sensitive when you studied-the force prOduq.ed
.by a water jet: You did thisliy/ibstituting.a thin plastic ruler for the metal blades.
Suppose that youand your clasmates had wanted to compare the measurements you
made. ,

1: What would hit* to be true-of all the rulers?.
2. Would yonr-élassindtes have to use the same units to, mark their scales?
3: Explaiwyour answer to quotion-2:-:--

Force measurer.

WU
El1-bore-15C

Suppose that you found. that the sizes of the openings of the 1SCS wafer jets varied. WU
You Wished -to study what-effect the speed at which waterleaves a jet has on the un- 01-Core-16C
balanced force. -You decide to keep the rate of water floW the same and change only

\
the speed. Describe a plan- you could carry out to measure the effect on the un-
balaved force of changing the speed at which water leaves a jet:

During a rocket launeh, Herbert asks whether the rocket, Will have greater unbal-
ancediorce when it is in the atthosphere or in the near.vacuum.of ouler space.

1. Whitt would you tell- Herbert?
2. Explain your answer.

WU
01-Core-17C

In the activities you did in class, you used a simple water rocket rather than a com- . WU
pkicated rocket -system like the Saturn rocket. State two *reasons why activities-are 101-Core-18C

'often performed on simplified systems rather than on larger, more complex systems.

Your. teacher will:observe you for_this check when he can.

/

WU
01-Core-19C

,

Yol,it teacher Will observe you for this check when be can.4 . f WU
01-Core-20C

Your teacher will observe you for this check When he can. : WU
01-Core-21C

.

Your teacher will observe yotkfor this check when he can. , WU
01-Core-22C

L.

3 7



WU ... :--Yourteacherwill-observe-you-foi-thig-oheck-whealie_ on

01-Core-23C

WU Stateun operational definition offorce.

01-Exc 2-1-1C

WU
01-Exc 2-1-2C

,3

State an operational definition of unbakincedifbree.
\

2

4.

.



,,

_ALnuadelvzocket_without_an_engine_ar_futt_ eilwtons. The engine catalog .

below shows the rocket engines available. .

ENGINE
MODEL

TOTALWEIGHT.OF
ENGINE AND FUEL

THRUST
(in N)

(in N),

a 0.1 0.4
b ' 0.2 0.8

,. c 0.3 1.1

d . 0.4 1.5
e 0.5 '' 2.0

twhich is the smallest engine that will allow the rocket 'to lift off?
2. Explain 'the reason.for your choice.

wu
02ZOre-1C

Two identical roacets, IGGY and YGGL lifted -off the launch pad at the same time: WU .

1. Which of the two rockets has had th e. greater unbalanced force aCting on 02-Core-2C
it?

. 2. Explain the reason for your choice.

Rocket Iggy

Ground

V

The diagram below shows the water drops lcft by a moying water-clock cart during
four trials. The arrow shows the direction of motion of the cart for each trial. lndi,
cate whether the cart's Speed increases, decreases, or remains constant during each of
the four trials.

TRIAL WATER-CLOCK CART TRACK

*

DIRECTION OF MOTION

2. <

3. ......A.m....>

4. - <

WU
,02-Core-3C

4 3 9
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,

The three graphs beloW show the change 'in speed,ifiny, Of a water-clock cart:. 00
Your answer-sheet-after-the-number-of- loter,cloCk_cart drop record_.shown

low,write the letter of the graPh that best represents.the speed of the cart.
-

DROP RECORD DIRECTION OF MOTION

1. 4
2. 4,

3.. II 4
4. 0.411 v

2..""""7"
4(..w4m.4414

LU

Graph a.
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WU
02-Core-5C

Mark and Ai were both given model rockets as presents. Mark's rqcket weighS 250

grams. Al's rocket welghS 500 grams. Both rockets are started with the same force,

using the same mechanism. . .

I. Whose rocket will speed up more qUickly? t
2. Explain your answer, 11

.4.



Get fiorn your teacher either a copy of the labeled grid below or grid paper. Orithe
grid prer, label the axes as shown below.'

. .

Alice measured the di.s.Oncsktraveled by her cart ver five equal time intervals while
she exerted a force of 0.'2-1T. She changed the dss o her cart for each of the five
trials. kler data are s Svn below.. On!your lab led, grid, draw a graph of her data.

'

,
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. WU
02-Core-iC

a

Suppose you are working with a water cart and several weiglyts, iis shown above. .The
force iicting' on the water cart is a constantA2 N for eachirial. The mass on the cart

is varied. Select the graph below which best shoWs 'the relationship between the
mass.of the &mit and its load and the speed of the cart.

.. - .

Graph a.

INCREASING MASS

INCREASING MAgS

Graph b.

.INCREASING MASS

INCREASING MASS.

4
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. .

If y6u used your force measUrer to' apply different forces to a water clirt:.the speed
would change at different rates, Select the graph below that best Shows how the
rate at:which speed changes varies as the 'force applied is cthinged.

Graph a.
ww
< z
L9 X
Z C-)
V')

< uJ

c.)

Z 0 10

UNBALANCED FORCE (in N) .

Graph c. A
w

1-
< zcc <
Wz

Graph b

1111 111I 11

UNBA4ANCED FORCE (In N

Graph d. A
WLUI 0
< Z
Cr <
O I
Z
cLU
L11 W
CC 06
. LL

10
.UNBALANCED FORCE (in N) UNBALANCED FORCE ( in N)

0.

, .

02-Core-8C

In early time, stones were used to attack castles. These stones were fired from a
catapult. Stippose that two identical stones, a and I), were tired. The'catapult u.sed
to throw ston exerted its launching force for a shorter length ortime than the
catapult used to thrown stone b.

. WiNone a or stone:b reach the greater speed?
2. ExplaM your answer.

7

WU
02-Core:9C

e diagram below shoys a cannon placed on top of a castle. wall. 'The cannon _is
fixed xo.that it can lire-only straight Ahead. Suppose yo,u fife.the first shot and the
cannonball falls short of the enemy soldiers. .4

Cannon

stle N.

\
CannonballA AMC%

WU
02-Core-10C

Enemy soldiers

I. What can you do to increase the tiring t:ange of the cannon?
2:Explain why this would have the desired effect.



WU In the activity in which you investigated the effect of the sideward force on the fall

02-Core-11C time of a ball, one ball always fell straight down. What was the purpOse of using this
. .

ball that always fell straight down?

WY .
Suppose that two early Roman soldiers conducted an experiment. At the same time

02-Core-12C as one soldier fired a stone horizo ally.Trom a Catapult (a stone thrower), a second

soldier dropped a small coin fron he samt height the catapult.
1. If tbe ground was, flat, would the stone or the coin hit the ground first?
2. Explain your answer.

. . t . .

'WU -- The.. sketch below shows an iniaginary launching site on the planet Venus. An

02-Core-13C object dropped near the surface of the planet Venus falls 4.0 meters in I second.

.Use this information and the diagram below to determine the orbiting speed,of a
satellite near Venus's suffice.

Launch platform 4.
above surface

zsk4,

Om omp glow imew =NO mYo mom emb =1* am .1 oW 1 ao aim.

Surface of- Venui

Ye

pm.

.
n,

.V0."
Path of ball

4
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Which of the four graphs below best shows the relationship between the period Ida
satellite and the satellite's distance from the earth's surface?

traph a. . .. Graph b.

.1 300 5 300c .s
'E E
c 200 200

WU
02-Core,14C

w
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Select the graph below which best shows hcrw the minimum orbiting speed of a
satellitexhanges as the satellite gets farther from the earth's surface.

ckaph a.

uJ

u)
2 (.9n z
2 p

c73

5 ct,

_ -
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2000 4000. 6000
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2000 4000 6000
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Graph b.

WU
02-Core,15C

Graph d.

0

2000 .4000 6000

'HEIGHT (in km)
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A rocket is launched from earth to Mars.6 What are two forces that slow down the
rocket as it leaves the earth? 419

405

WU
02-Core16C



WU . Which of the..graphKbelo s shows how the weight .of an object changes as its

02-Core-17C ,distance above the earth's surface increases?

k

Graph a.
120

100

80

Graph C.
120

100

80

-

2000 4000
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2000 4000 6000

Graph b.
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i u
20

Graph d.
120-

100

8

_ 60

40

20

^

2000 4000
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2000 4000

DISTANCE (in km) DISTANCE (in km)
6000

A

WU - An unmanned rocket carries an instrumçnt to measure the force of gravity was the

02-Core-18C distance from the earth increases. The rocket radios its data back ,to eart0. . . .

.1. At what distance from the earth wI ould:the rocket signal thaithe force of
gravity is zero? \

\
2. Explain your answer.

WU Pefine the term period of a satellite.
02;Core-19C



1..The. diagram below shoWs.the planet Venus and one of thelecently launched Venus
I probes (sate lite). The probe iS.20 feet in diameter, rotates on its axis once every 30

minutes, an orbits Venus every 75 minutes, as'shown below. .

WU

02-Core-20C

Whilh of the following iS the period of the" satellite?
a. 250 miles
l-). 170 miles
c. 30 minutes
d. 75 minutes
e. 500 miles

T1 ree different satellites follow the paths shown in the diagrams below. Por each WU
di igram, select the statement that kst ;describes the speed of the satellite. Write 02-Core-21C
thc number of the satellite on your paper and after it the letter of the matching
sttement.

a.. Less than the speed necessary for a circular orbit
b. Much greater than the speed necessary for a circular orbit
c. Equal to the speed necessary for a circular orbit
d. Slightly greater than the speed necessary for a circular orbit

Saiallite 2.

.r

Satellite 3.

To outer space



WU The diagrams below 'represent possible paths for,a rocket flight from t'the planet
02-Core-22C Saturn to its moon Titan and back to Saturn. Select the diagram which shows a free-

return path.

Path b. /
A

. i
9S

OOPalb one

Path d.

Titan

Titan

WU A rocket from the earth is to orbit th, moon.
02-Core-23C I . Must the rocket slew dowry, speed up, or maintain the same speed in o der

to orbit the moon?
2. Explain your answer.

1.

WU 0 In one of the early lunar flights, - n astronaut reported a problem with the h4it
02-Core-24C shield. Why does.a spacecraft have aheatishield?. . .

i

WU When returning to earth ftom moon trip, a spacecraft must slow ,down before it hits
02-Core-25C the earth's surface: Even if no retro-rockets are fired, a spacecraft slows down as it

. nears the:eeth's surface. °

0/hat, other than retro-rockets,,dauses a spacecraft to slow down as it nears
the earth but before the parachutes open? .

2. Explain how this vts to slow the spacecraft.

4..
"It

WU During Fourth of July festiVities, a cannon was used to celebrate. The man in charge
02-Exc 3-1-1C of the cannon noticed that there was a backward movement when the cannon wa

tired. Explain whythere is a backward force on the camion. See the illustration on
the next page. ..



11-111-1r-11.1"Pwawralr
4401A.

Recoil force when fired Force on cannonball

4".

V

Max set up the equipment shown below. He found that when he used water and a ,WU
flow rate of 6 ml per second, the forCe from the jetwas 7 units. Suppose he nOw re 02-Exc
peated the experiment, using aleohol and the sai flow rate of 6. ml per secpnd.

I. When Max used alcohol, would his force measurement be more than
'7 units, less than 7 units, or exactly 7 units? (NOte that 6 ml of alcOhol
weighs less: than the 6 ml of water.)
2. Explain your answer'.

Rubber tubing
4

Supply bucket

FOIVe measurer

t

P

Catch bucket

4 9

Plastic tubing



.1

A very high-speed racing car, the rocket ear, ejects 0.02 kg of Mass per second. The
02-EXc 3-2-1C mass is thrown ou( from the roeket- car at 200 m per,second. What is the thrust

(force) of the rocket car?

WU Prior to the moon- flights, one of the problems encountered by the space engineers
02-Exc 3-2-2C was' the production of rockets which -could produce a large enOugh frirust (force).

What are two ways that the engineers c'an increase the thiust of roacets?

02-Exc 3-2-3C
The rockets that took the astronautAO the moon were built to burn their fuel in
several stages. Explain why the rockets were .built to burn their fuel in seyeral .

, stages.

WU In the past, many incorrect ideas. were accepted for long periods of time.. For ex-
02-EXc 4-1-1C ample, for hundreds of years people believed that smoking tobaco was completely

harmless. In recent yliars, it has been discovered that tobacco smoke is.dangerous,
especially when inhaled. Select the best reason why this'incorrect idea lasted so long.

a. The greatest thinkers are alive today.
b. The old idea wi'w iiot tesed by performing controlled experiments.
c. People are smarter now than they were before..
cf. The first schools started about 200 Years ago, e
e. The old idea explained the experimental Observations just .as well as the

modern ones.

WU Select any ' of the variables liSted below that affect the period- of a Pendulum.
02-Exc 4-1-2C a. Timing device uSed

b. Weight of the ball
c. Time of day

,..
d. Length of the pendulum

WU ,
02-Exc 4-2-1C

Two students in a science class are arguing about the usefulness of two mOdels for the
5ame thing. One student argues in favor of the use of mathematical equations and
formulas in the model. The other student prefers the model which is expressed
only iii wyrds. Why the model which uses mathematics mote likely to be useful
than the one which does net?

ogled

0



NASA scientists plan someday to.place a satellite around the planet. Saturn. They
Want the satellite to remain direelly over the same spot on the planet's surface at all
,times. They have the follov;ing inforniation about Saturn.

Time for Saturn to revolve around the sun
Time for Saturn to make one complete
rotation on its axis'
Diameter of Saturn
Force of gravity' at Sattirn'.S surface

29.5 earth years

.10.2 earth hOurs
'7.01 of eafth's diameter
1.17 of earth's gravit/

Which of the following gives the correct period for the soellite?
a. 29.5 earth years ..

-

b. 7.01 earth diameters
.c. 1/17- earth gravity imits
d. 10.2 earth hours

WU
02-Exc 4-3-1C

Two -astróhauts are conducting exPeriffients. in a satellite whOse period is 8 hours.
Use Ihe graph below to determine the following information.

1:Height-above surface
2: Orbital speed
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WU 'Ice hai'a freezing Point of 0°C and a boiling point of 100°C. Suppose you he t
,02-Exc 4-4-1C solid ice until all a &has boiled away. Select the graph beloW that.best 'Shows ho

. the temperature would change puring the entire heating process..

Graph a.
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1

Graph c.
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Large quantities of heat are produced when a spacecraft reenters thp atmosphere.
Explain why the spacecraft does riot burn up from 'the heat generated during its
reentry.

i;2



Several features of the lunar surface are pointed out in the diagram below. Write thet,
letterof the arrow that points to a Mare.

. .
03-Core-1C

, . Several features of the lunar surfae are shown in the diagram below. identifra ray
. by selecting the letter of the arrow which points to it.

A
f

f
NO" A..s
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...... 16e.:
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....... ... .

0C i*..0.°
e

4:0
1 .4

( a. :)
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N,,

WU
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03-dore-3C

o

Geologists are sciOtists who study the history and formation of rockS.and -minerals,
Why are _these scientists particularly interested inthe origin of the moon's suffRee?

WV
01Core4C

Below ale three craters foutul oti the earth's surfac6., The dashedJines'Show. the
interiors of the craters. On your an.swer:sheet, write the m4st probable cauAt of each-
of these craterS.

e

WU
03-Core-50

State the two variablgs ihat.dOermine the Size of a crater that is formeaby.d.falling
body. 4

WU Suppose .you and a frierld are on top of a very high cliff.. You deCide to- see which of,

03-COre-6C two-equal sized objects, a tubber ball or a concrete ball, will reachthe ground first if
both are 'dropped at the same time from the samj height. v

1. Which object would be traveling fpster When it hit the ground?
2. Explain your answer.

4



Select tit& graph below that' best shOws how the diameter-Of a crater changes when
balls of different ma es but-the same diameter are.dropy6d

Graph a.,
4

V.

Graph'c.

-4

Graph b.

WU
03-Core-7P

_
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20

Recalt'yourlaborafory activity...in which you formedc. raters with a tray of sand and"- Wtj
different size-balk You change() the mass by tiing differeat balls. You also changed 01C6re-8C
the distance of fallto give a -CliffeTent impact-speed. Why did you change only one .

.

of these variables at a time?
.

1
.-. .Suppose tat 'while performing`an activity usi 'ails and a sand tray to I orm craters,II e wu

ypu noticod that 't hOpirs wei-e of differont dnJters. escribe a plan 'to find the 03-Core-9C
effect of changing the diameter of the falling Imdy'ort.the si4e of the craters it forms., A -tBe. sure to.-in th le-cludeiii your plan `the vas-:you would vary and those you would

. keep the same throughout the investigati 1.
A -

N



WU , The iliagram below shows two:different positions to.. place a bulb while taking a.
04;Core-19C photOgaph of your sand model.of tile moon's landscape.

Position b

Tray

ulb

-

Camera

Position a

\ Bulb

1. IF you- waat to get the most detail in your picture, which position of the
bulb, :a or b, would be more desirable?
2. Y.xplain your.answer.

1

, II
.WU When. you look at the;moon's.. surface with a high-power telecope, you see signs of

03=Core.-11C 'erosiom.; Yet scientists know that there is no rain or.wind on the moon. What causes

the craters and Cones on the- moon..to erode?

03-Core:12C

A

Tlfe.diagram below shows two craters on-the moon's surface.
I. Witch of tl.two craters was forMed first?
2. Explaiirthe reason for Our choice..

Crater w

Crater x

..

**. *
Oft

**OP<

.*4

WU . Today, the rottenstone-on-topOf-bentonitejnodel fo.r the mdon's surface is used i

03-COre-13C. ..place, of the okler sand niodet The older sand 'model explaioed the ShaPe,and size

a

rn,o-On. craters. ,Why vbis the model:Oanged? ..
;;

WU Iggy, while .visiting the moon, is inspecting a crater that has rays coming 'from it.. He

". 03-Core-14C drills into the surface and ekantines the rock that.he hauls up.. Predict how the color,,

of the rock might change as he drills deeper.

A



The durkening of light-sensitive paper may be used to show the effeet of sunlight on
.the moon's surface. Ycgt, perfOrmed'a test with lightsensitive paper in Activity 5-12.
Willa statement below describes the best conclusionthat you can draw fifom the re-
fths of this experiMent? .

, .. .

a. Sunlight darkens the surface material. on the moon but does not affect the
.,..,....

u-...,.
material thrown out from beloW tile surfaee......

b. Sunlight causes the surface of the moon to darken. -
c. Since sunli4t causes some subitances to darken, this, might explain the

*moon's surf ee material being daNcer than that under its surface.
d. Since sunlight .darkens the moon's surface, that surface is .made of the

same chemicals'as the light-sensitive paper. . 7

WU
03-Core,156

One American astronaut hit 'a gollball on'the surface of the moon.
1. If..the ball had hit a rock, would it have bounced higher or lower than if it
had.hit a roek onearth?
2. Stiite two reasons for the difference.

's wu
03-Core-10C

While 'riding in a lunar rover, a pair of astronauts noticed two craters like the ones
shown in the diagram below. The moon surfaces in the areas where the craters were
formed were tlie same. The dashed lines show the in'teriors of the. craters.

1. Was the meteor that caused crater B traveling more slowly or more rapidly
than themeteor that formed crater A? .

2. What evidence do you have for your answer?

ft

ft

ft

Crater B.

I.

.4" 0. ay.*

!

DICAre-17C

43en water is dropped on a layer of bentonite,4t produces a crater with a central
peAk. hi what.three ways could you. increase the size of the mOd,l's central. peak
during the crater'sformayn?

,

3 7.



WU
03-Core-19C

Suppose ap astronaut coming in for a landing on the inoon's,surface spOts a.,.cinder

cone, like the one drawn below. What is the most likely caike of thiS cinder-colie?

WU
03-Core-20C

Astronauts have found dome-shaped mountains On the surface of the 'moon. What is

Possible.cause for these mountains?

'The diagrams beldw show four differentjeatures on the .moon's syrface. After the

03-Core-21C number of each feature., write the letter of the probable cause of that feature.
Feature Probable Cause

3.

a. High-speed meteor impact
b. Underground magma-flow
c.Explosion below the surface
d. Low-speed nieteor imPact
v. Volcanic eruption

-""-

f
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While aking over one of the unexplored areas on the dark side of the m6on, an WU
astron t discovereil a cinderiCone whose features indicated that it was caused by 03-COre-22C
volean activity. However, all cinder cones on earth which the scientists have
observ d have fairly gentle slopes, whereas the cones on the moon have steep slopes,
as sho n in the diagram below.

Is tl* sufficient evidence to throw out the model that vokanic action is
.sponsible for the cones On the moon?

2. Explain your answer.

Cinder cone on earth

-"
CindercOne on moon

Use the diagram below to answer the questions that follow.
What is the most likely cause for the formation of this cone?

2. What jwo pieces of evidence frOm 'the' diagram do you'have to support yir
answer?

't4

rt I

WU
03Core-23C

Wind and waler on the earth.'s surface cause the surface of the earth to change. The W.

moon's surface is mit changed by wind and water: What three things may cause the 03-Core-24C'
moon's surface to change?

p.



WU
03-Core-250

Several features are Indicated by arrows on the diagram of the moon's surface belOW.
I. Indicate i*Ilich of the two features in each of the following pairs is .
probably the older of the two features.
( ) a or b
.(2) c- or d.
(3) e or 1.

. 2. For each pair, state why you think'. the feature you selected is the older

feature.

A
(."? (.;

0 0 :

WU Get the materials you need to set 'up the sunmoon-earth model used in Activity 7-2.

03-Core-26C Arrange the model so that an observer on the moon sees a full earth.
1. What fraction of the earth's surface would an observ,er on the moon see in

.a 12-hour period? .

2..,What fraction of the earth's surtace would an observer on the moon see in

a 6-hour period7



Mopn's orbit

0 Position 2'

Earth

0
Position 1

03-Core-27C.

Use the sun-earth-moon model pictured above .to'determine howAhe moon would
appear to an observer.on eaith who is facing the moon when \the moon.is in each of
the three positions shown in the mOdel. Write the number of the position and after
it the letter of the diagram which shows the most likely appearance of the moon in
that position.

4



WU
03Core-28C

Postion 2

0

Position 1

Study the sun-earth-moon model shown above.. For each of the three positions of
the moon,' match the diagnim below which best shows .how the earth would appear

to an observer on the moon when the moon i in that position. Write the number of

the !noon's position and after it, the letter of the earth diagram.

WU An astynaut on' the surface of the moon notices that the earth appears directlY overi,

03-Core-29C head. One week later, he returns to the same location on the Wiloon's surface.. Select

the answer that best 'indicates where the astronaut will have to look'to see the earth.

a. Impossible for him lb see the earth
b. Below the horizon
-c. About halfway between the horizon and overhead
d. Directly overhead .



the diagram below shows the positiori of .the sun, the moon, and the elirth When
there is i new moon, Wby will an Observer located on the earth see the moon's sur-
lace in this positioviimly lighted rather than completely dark?

-0 Moon

0

>441,

me'

WU
03-Core-30C

The imion.revolves around the earth, but only.one side of the moon)is ever visible .

from the earth. Explain why.
. WU

03-Core-31C

ln days, what is the period of the moon's revolution around the earth?
. .

WU .

03-Core-32C

In days, what is the period of the earth's revolution around the sun? WU
03-Core-33C

Suppose, you weighed a TV caMera on The eartICs surface and on the moon's surface.
Would its weight on the moon's surfacC be more, less, or about the slime

as its weight on .the earth's surface?
2. If it would be more or lets, how much more or less Would it be?-

WU
03-Exc 5-1-1C

Suppose you. apply to go to the moon. In your moon night application, you must WU

state your weight on earth and your weight on the moon's surfai.1.;-. If/your weight on 03-Ext 5-1-2C
earth is 90 lbs, what is,your weight on life mOon's surface? Show your work.

1. Are the surface features 01- the far skle of life moon very different from . WU
the surface features of the side of the Moon that is visible from the earth? 03-Exc 7-1-1C

-2; If so, describe the.differences.

4
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